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Abstract 
This dissertation was written for the MA studies in Art, Law and Economy at the Interna-
tional Hellenic University.  
For this research, social networking –and streaming services will be examined as they 
represent a drastic innovative change in the form of communication between supplier 
and consumer in the music industry. The former category provides a voice to the 
brand, a type of communication which can help develop interest and shape a public 
personality around the musician while the latter offers the product itself -the music, to 
be accessed by the consumers. This thesis aims to examine in further detail how the 
contemporary mediums emerged, how they can be utilized in the most efficient way 
possible to the musician, the benefits and mishaps with a view towards the future. 
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Preface 
As a professional musician with a previous MA degree in   Violin Performance, the 
topic of autonomy for musicians, career-wise, holds a personal importance to me. In my 
career as a performer I have collaborated with composers and songwriters and witnessed 
their process -and struggles, of self-promotion in order to better distribute their material 
to as wide an audience as possible. As opposed to what many people might imagine, this 
process is in most cases very thought out, calculated and needs constant effort.  Above all, 
in our current media environment the process of self-promoting is unavoidable for forth-
coming artists. 
  The MA program in Art, Law and Economy has been instrumental for reaching an 
understanding of the basics of Copyright Law, Arts Management and other related fields 
to the topic. Throughout the studies, such courses have made path and cultivated ideas 
for the research necessary for this dissertation. Due to the nature of the theme revolving 
around modern information-technology, finding relevant material was a continuous pro-
cess as there are constant developments taking place in the field. The library of the Inter-
national Hellenic University was of great help as it contains an extensive catalogue of ma-
terial useful for anyone with an interest in marketing. The research took place from Sep-
tember 2016 to January 2017. Bibliography and citations are according to the APA format. 
 
I would like to thank the International Hellenic University for showing faith in the topic by 
accepting its application. 
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Introduction 
In the 20th century, music industry professionals were largely responsible for determining 
which musical compositions would reach the ears of listeners and when. With the con-
temporary tools available, this has come to a change. The consumers are having a feast, 
there has never been as much content available to discover with the mere precondition of 
an internet connection, and consequently the prospects of entrepreneurs in music to 
make themselves known without the involvement of the industry have never been better. 
This evolution has been parallel in other industries and is generally considered beneficial 
socially, with no apparent reason to prevent it from developing as it does (Waelbroeck 
2014: 389). A record contract might not even be necessary anymore in order to acquire a 
considerably large fan-base. The social networking –and streaming sites meant for sharing 
and discovering new music play a vital role, and have thus created a previously missing, 
“middle class” category of musicians, who enjoy a moderate success, allowing them to 
continue devoting themselves to making music professionally (Hutchison 2013: 8).  
  In the first chapter of this thesis, the background and predecessors of the social 
networking and streaming platforms will be examined as well as the users´ incentives to 
their constant, voluntary contribution to them, together with the concepts of Prosumer-
ism and User Generated Content. Relevant scientific, contemplative literature on the sub-
jects will be used for clarifying the pre-history of the platforms, as it is of high importance 
to understand where the contemporary mediums developed from in order to compre-
hend how they brought on changes and where they will lead. Recent presentations from 
the European Union´s working group on User Generated Content (WG2) will be used in 
this chapter for the purposes of shedding light on the concept of UGC.  
  The second chapter will serve as a presentation to the main platforms practical to 
musicians, their separate purposes and functions in the self-marketing process. Some 
main innovations of the latest years will be featured and the difference that they present 
in the new digital marketing landscape will be examined.  
  The third chapter revolves around the concepts of brand power and brand person-
ality. This coverage aims to showcase how the aforementioned contemporary tools can be 
best utilized to the musician´s benefit, and how an online persona can be strengthened by 
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various means to the advantage of the brand. Three different examples of musicians with 
a strong self-promotional online-presence will be examined and the different methods 
that were used for their successful ways of self-marketing. 
  The fourth chapter contains a discussion on the main benefits of the new instru-
ments and the positive aspects of those new circumstances for musicians. Namely the 
expanded outreach available with the right usage and strategy and how it corresponds 
with the artist´s previously impossible way of communicating first-hand with the listeners. 
The affordability factor and its effects on consumers and their behavior will be examined 
as well, and finally the vast marketing benefits of data collecting offered by many of the 
platforms, for example in the form of analytics. 
  The final chapter lists the mishaps of the aforementioned factors. The analysis of 
this chapter is vital for the final conclusion of this thesis as it will assess the critical issues 
of the abuse of data and the value gap. With a view to the evolvement of the platforms 
and their influence to consumers´ behavior and the shift of stakeholders, the main aim of 
this thesis is to conclude where these innovations leave the self-marketing musicians in 
autonomy over their careers and where not, with a view to the future. In order to reach a 
conclusion, the most relevant research of late will be used such as the International Fed-
eration of the Phonographic Industry (IFPI)´s annual Global Music Report from 20161, the 
findings of Macquarie Group (2016)2 and The Nielsen Company3. 
                                                     
1 IFPI‘s Global Music Report from 2016 is available for downloading from 
http://www.ifpi.org/news/IFPI-GLOBAL-MUSIC-REPORT-2016. Citations made to the report will hereafter 
contain the company‘s abbreviation (IFPI), year of the report‘s publishment and page number, such as (IFPI 
2016: 4), except for IFPI‘s CEO Frances Moore‘s introduction, which will contain her surname, year of the 
report‘s publishment and page number. See full citation and link for the report in bibliography, as well as full 
citation to CEO Frances Moore‘s introduction.  
2 See more at http://www.macquarie.com/uk/corporate/expertise/streaming-technologies-driving-
global-music-resurgence and full citation in bibliography. 
3 The Nielsen Company’s report, Nielsen Music 360 – 2016 Highlights, is available for downloading 
from http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/reports/2016/music-360-2016-highlights.html. See full cita-
tion and link for the report in this dissertation’s bibliography. 
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1. From Producers to Consumers –The Merging Borders 
1.1 The Prosumers 
A prosumer is someone who produces and consumes at the same time. The concept was 
developed by the futurist Alvin Toffler in the 1970´s, even though others might have for-
mulated the idea before him in a way. Toffler´s concept was based on the idea of persuad-
ing the consumer willingly into production. This is achieved by offering the consumer the 
chance of customizing the products in question before purchasing. As a result, we achieve 
a manufacturing system which works on demand with the involvement of the customer. 
This is not very far from the content customization options available on the web today. 
The difference is that today´s options of customization and personalization are on a much 
more comprehensive scale, and the focus point has slightly shifted into monitoring and 
collecting information about the users, which can prove to be very useful to the further 
development of products. Modern prosumerism increasingly exploits this information 
found from the users´ contributions and this results in a commercial advantage. This 
somewhat tilts the balance of advantage between the producers and consumers, as the 
former find the latter both providing beneficial information and spending money as well, 
which will be further elaborated on later in this thesis (Bruns 2014: 68).  Naturally, the 
terms “prosumerism” and “digital capitalism” are very connected. Whether the consumer 
actually benefits in the end or not is an ongoing discussion and depends on how we define 
the benefits, but the prosumption landscape certainly offers new opportunities for both 
sides. 
  Nowadays, people have the ability of producing so called “digital labor” through 
their many available gadgets, whether at work or at home. Oftentimes, they are not even 
aware of the labor they are bringing forth, for example when active on social media plat-
forms which apply to their leisure activities, consumption habits or simply communicating 
with others. This behavior is certainly related to the fact that modern work habits require 
workers to be aware of, and answer their emails throughout the day, every day, all days of 
the week in order not to fall behind on correspondence. There is a constant connection to 
the internet. Digital labor can even refer to when users upload personal information while 
shopping online or press the “like” button on content which they find while browsing on 
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the internet. All this data is valuable for those producing the services being sold. We can 
therefore recognize the overlap at some point in between the digital laborers and the so 
called “prosumers” (Frayssée & O´Neil 2015: 8-9). 
 
1.2 The Concept of Web 2.0 
What has been widely referred to as the “dot-com bubble” was just bursting in 2001. 
Many people then concluded that the web was just a passing phase. But the fact remains 
that bubbles and consequent shakeouts are vital to the emerging of all technological revo-
lutions. A “shakeout” can be defined as when a new and superior technology to previous 
ones moves its way to the focus point of consumers, separating the outdated from the 
new (O´Reilly: 2005). 
  In 2004, the so-called “Web 2.0” conference, organized by O´Reilly Media, took 
place. There are some differentiating opinions on what the concept of Web 2.0 means in 
reality, but it was promising an interactive space online where users would be able to en-
gage in more than just browsing through websites. The core principles of Web 2.0 make 
for the operational basis of most of the dominant contemporary websites. One of those 
main principles was the revolutionary option for users to become creators of content, 
contributors to the site which they were using. This marked a radical change in the actions 
between website providers and their users and opened up the possibility for collaboration 
between users as well, and thus, user communities were formed. This created a necessity 
for new concepts and new models of paternity of the content right, as this new form of 
content in shared bases no longer fitted within the frame of standard copyright. It is im-
portant to note though, that collaborations between providers and consumers is histori-
cally nothing new. The perspective of mutual content-creation is at any rate just as an-
cient as the Greek “agora”, and the very beginning of farming. The view of consumers as 
mere passive participators of the trade is reckoned to be a deviation from the historical 
norm (Bruns 2014: 67-68).
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1.3 User Generated Content   
This brings us to the concept of the “user-generated content”, which has been on an as-
cend for the past decade or so (also referred to as “UGC” as an abbreviation, or user-
created content). One might even refer to it as a new, elevated media-universe. With the 
emerging of free web-platforms, affordable software tools, one could also mention high-
speed internet and camera-phones, those new tools have changed the way that all media 
works. The inclusion of the individual has created the shift from media to social media 
(Manovich 2009: 319). What identifies UGC is the factor of originality. Uploading other 
people´s creations is not original and can therefore not count as UGC. 
  The very nature of UGC, meaning that anyone can theoretically create it, inevitably 
blurs the borders between amateurs and professionals. The content of amateurs which is 
mostly made for fun, usually does not adhere to any specific business model and is often 
exchanged for free within the mediums. Nevertheless, professional social media contribu-
tors are now on the rise, overseeing businesses´ social media presence, often mixed with 
the contributions of other users. (Elkin-Koren & Salzberger 2013: 75).  The fact is that even 
the broadcasted and printed magazines and news outlets have increasingly started con-
structing news stories out of social media entries of known individuals, and this marks 
somewhat of a shift in modern journalism. 
  The question arises however, of how UGC may be protected. Recent discussions of 
the European Commission´s “Licenses for Europe” initiative have worked towards pro-
ceeding on this issue. This initiative aims to bring content online through practical solu-
tions in an industry-led manner (European Commission: N.D.). The working group for UGC, 
WG2, has made some proposed solutions, recognizing the potential commercial value of 
the self-published content. The problem is that the self-publishers on the web, even while 
protected by copyright, cannot concretely prevent infringements or benefit from the pro-
tection. Finding the right-holders of UGC can be impossible and acquiring a license to re-
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use content therefore may be ill achievable (Rust: 20134). One of the attempted solutions 
for this problem has been the LCC, or the Linked Content Coalition. LCC was founded as a 
response to Commissioner Neelie Kroes, one of the leaders of Licenses for Europe, who 
made a call for “Big Ideas for the Digital Agenda”. There has already been significant pro-
gress of facilitating a data-network for connecting users and providers in a coherent man-
ner in the sector of e-commerce, and thus it should be possible for intellectual property 
rights as well. The LCC however is neutral in relation to specific legal restraints and to 
business models (“Background”: N.D). LCC´s Rights Reference Model of 2012 proved that 
all types of rights data, regardless of complexity and sector can be expressed in a single, 
extensible format (Rust: 2013). The most successful advantage on this issue might be the 
“Creative Commons” free copyright licenses, which were created by a non-profit organiza-
tion for making it easier for users to share their work online under the conditions of their 
choice (“Share Your Work”, N.D.). Among the work of the LCC´s are the Web Content Dec-
larations of rights and licenses, which are intended to function supportive to Creative 
Commons licenses. Other parts of LCC´s so-called “Road Map” include the development of 
hubs for user access, linking users and right-holders, standard-rights iconography and 
rights conflict declaration and registry. The goal is achieve a simple, interoperable system 
which will further protect and stimulate creativity on the web (Rust: 2013). 
1.4 The Incentive to Create 
One might wonder why the average internet user voluntarily hands over data and intellect 
so easily and even without revenue. There are many incentives in fact. To begin with, the 
incentive to create in general has been much facilitated for both individuals and organiza-
tions, with the emergence of intellectual property laws. As the individual power to create 
and distribute to the larger audiences that the internet offers has grown in the recent 
years, the individual share in the overall production of information has grown accordingly. 
                                                     
4 See more in Godfrey Rust’s presentation “Rights declaration and user content” from Licenses for 
Europe, held in Brussels, October 25, 2013. The presentation is available online at https://ec.europe.eu. 
References in text made to the presentation will be as follows (Rust: 2013), containing Godfrey Rust’s sur-
name and the year of the presentation. See full citation and link for the presentation in bibliography. 
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The monetary incentives provided for by IP laws are certainly one important factor but on 
the other hand there is a wide body of research that proves the existence of non-
monetary motives to creation, being artistic or scientific.  
  In most cases for inventors of any kind, there is an intrinsic drive for creation, for 
the sake of recognition of one´s talents and knowledge, the fulfillment of investigation 
and discovery, and often the longing for some sort of recognition or being known. Those 
motivations can be separated in two categories, intrinsic motivations (self-oriented) and 
social motivations (other-oriented). In the case of intrinsic motivations, there is usually a 
creative passion to contribute to the artistic –or scientific society, in other words, a desire 
to create something out of nothing. One proof for this is the large amount of inventions 
and artworks and inventions that exist from long before the existence of IP laws and were 
never remunerated for. The enormous amount of user-generated content that we find on 
the internet in our age is likely the contemporary equivalent for the proof of the human 
need to express creativity in front of others. The web is an easily accessible proof that 
creative activity is all around us, and indeed not only about financial gains but several oth-
er socio-psychological rewards to the creations, such as the need to belong and make 
friends, passions related to the ego, as many people might be driven by the need to com-
pete or confront. (Elkin-Koren & Salzberger 2013: 65-66). In many cases the drive could 
simply be the need for attention. This is perfectly natural and human in our society where 
one might argue that while technology makes many tasks easier, it makes physical interac-
tions less necessary and people´s online presence acquires more social value by the day. 
  In reality, it is important to note that UGC exists as a product of commercial moti-
vations as well, as popular users often gain profit through the traffic of their content, for 
example with the help of programs like Google AdSense. However, empirical research 
suggests that monetary motives might sometimes stand in the way of creativity, in the 
sense that people create differently when there is a monetary reward on the line and 
sometimes it might even result in a poorer quality of the creation. Therefore, the legal 
structures that are meant to advance creativity should aim to minimize these negative 
effects, and not obliterate the aforementioned aspects of social motivation. This affirms, 
for instance, the importance of moral rights within copyright. However, even if artistic 
creation stems from mostly non-monetary motivations, any contemporary artist can con-
firm that they will hardly become professional or dedicate their lives to creating without 
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the monetary gains provided by IPR (Elkin-Koren & Salzberger 2013: 66-75). With all of 
those factors taken into consideration, it is safe to assume –and a vital parameter for this 
research, that as long as the platforms exist there will be millions of persons constantly, 
voluntarily contributing to them for free. 
1.5 The community of users as the platform´s main economical asset 
As mentioned before, with the new wave of prosumerism, the balance has shifted dra-
matically in the advantage of service-providers and users. The main source of financial 
income for most of the social media platforms is by means of advertising, and therefore 
the earnings are very dependable on the platform´s ability to attract users. This is not 
much different from the way that radio and television earn their revenues. It is nothing 
new to monetize from the attention of users, to sell it to advertisers. The main difference 
however is the fact that with social media, unlike radio and television, the users are active 
contributors themselves and hence, users as authors and editors writing and sharing con-
tent for each other provide both data for marketers and views for the advertisers (Elkin-
Koren & Salzberger 2013: 171). We can thus reckon that the users of the platform are the 
only real financial asset. But in order for the platform to succeed in its business plan, it is 
important to build from the viewpoint of the users and their needs at a greater im-
portance than that of the advertisers. When looking for examples, one should consider 
the platforms which somehow function without commercials, for example the tremen-
dously successful and commercial-free Wikipedia, a classic example of a Web 2.0 open-
source space (Bruns 2014: 70). Wikipedia operates with just roughly 35 employees but has 
over 330 million visiting internet users every month, which makes it the fifth most popular 
website in the world. Still, as a non-profit project without commercials, it survives mainly 
on donations (Qualman: 2009).  
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2. An Introduction to the Main Social Media and Streaming Platforms 
Useful to Aspiring Musicians 
2.1 Social Networking Sites (SNS) 
The most important predecessor of the contemporary giants must be credited to 
Myspace, which was the most popular social networking site in the world at its prime but 
went downhill from the year 2009 when other mediums succeeded at what it lacked. 
Facebook became the biggest social networking medium around the year 2010 and 
Myspace, significantly smaller than before, got rebranded and started focusing mainly on 
entertainment (Gehl 2012: 99).  
  Facebook officially became Myspace´s successor as the most popular social 
networking site around the year 2010. Apart from perhaps being a natural “shakeout”, 
technology-wise, it must be assessed that while Myspace offered somewhat of a 
cacophony of hyper-personalized sites for its users, Facebook offered a more simple, 
efficient way to reduce its users to data sets, critical to the marketer. Facebook´s stable 
interface is a lot more neutral with fewer options of personalizing. This creates a certain 
fluency to its usage, and most importantly does not distract from marketing-related 
purposes. The user has absolute control over which other users he connects to, and which 
sites he subscribes to with the help of the “like” button. Facebook uses up to five times 
less code for its pages, which causes them to load faster and look consistently the same 
regardless of the browser. An important difference for the purposes of marketing is that 
with Myspace´s options for personalizing the pages, users were able to figure out ways to 
hide the advertisements, which naturally created extensive difficulties for ways of income 
by advertising. Although being a breach of the terms of service, the possibility of ad-
blocking was there whereas on Facebook the users can not manipulate the layout in any 
form.  
  Another valuable factor for marketers is that Facebook was originally built within 
schools and universities with a big emphasis on real-world identities as opposed to fake 
profiles. Although fake profiles do exist there, this real identity-approach is very 
convenient to advertisers, again, for reducing each user profile to a data set. Hence, 
Facebook-marketers can customize their advertisements to a lot of different categories 
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based, for example on age, gender, location, consuming behavior, location and even 
sexual orientation. It is overall much more efficient of a marketplace than its predecessor, 
with it´s social –and technologically advanced elements combined. (Gehl 2012: 100/107-
110). 
  It is no secret that most users connect to Facebook on a daily basis, for some it 
may even be considered an addiction. The social factors mentioned in the previous 
chapter, perhaps along with the smartphone innovation, keep users reconnecting and this 
makes the platform a particularly prosperous field for marketing.  
  Twitter´s self-stated mission is “To give everyone the power to create and share 
ideas and information instantly, without barriers.” (“It´s What´s Happening”: N.D.). Twitter 
allows its 313 million monthly active users to write short updates up to 140 characters 
long, share links and communicate with each other. As with Facebook, the user is in 
control of whom he decides to subscribe to, or follow, and get updates from. But with the 
limited amount of characters for each update, it is commonly used to share short 
comments, articles and links to articles and other subject matters of interest. Users 
interested in music can therefore easily follow other likeminded individuals and access 
links that lead them to new musical discoveries. With the use of hashtags this is even 
easier. Most companies and news outlets have Twitter-accounts as well, which is 
beneficial both for their own outreach, as well as for their clients and readers.  
  Instagram is a form of SNS networks intended to share photographs and short 
videos uploaded with smartphones, between users who voluntarily subscribe to each 
other. It is remarkably popular, with over 500 million users. More than 95 million digital 
photographs are shared on Instagram on a daily basis. The general idea is based on “visual 
storytelling”, and just like with Facebook and Twitter, the template is very simple and 
there is no possibility for the user to manipulate its general features. (“About Us”: N.D.). 
Not unlike Twitter, Instagram is most efficient with the use of hashtags but offers location 
tags as well, indicating the place of where the photo was taken or uploaded. Users 
interested in the theme or location might therefore easily stumble on a photo and 
consequently the user´s profile while browsing the hashtags and location tags. This is very 
practical for musicians and others trying to reach to a wider audience, as users can easily 
mark themselves, their genre of music or other indicating words in order to be noticed. 
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2.2 Streaming Services 
While Facebook, Twitter and Instagram are all essential as the giants of social-networking 
sites, it must be noted that they all function as pure messengers, spreading the word. 
They generally do not offer possibilities of the user earning revenues per view with 
monetizing methods. Streaming platforms are critical for the self-promoting musician in 
the sense that SNS services alone are of little use if there is no actual product or at least a 
sample available to promote. 
  Youtube is a Google-owned company launched in 2005 (“About Youtube”: N.D.). 
The monetizing option offered by Youtube has helped copious users to gain income and 
recognition for the video content that they share there. While Youtube certainly works 
with user profiles, linked to user´s Gmail accounts, it falls into the category of streaming 
platforms rather than social networking services. In order to make a profit from Youtube 
videos, first the user needs to meet the eligibility criteria, which among other demands 
states the need for the uploaded content not to be original. Thus, only the videos with 
original content will qualify for monetization. If the video includes copyright-protected 
works it will not qualify for monetizing and moreover, the right-holder might ask for it to 
be removed. (“Youtube Partner Program Overview”: N.D.). There are over a billion 
Youtube users, and according to its site, it attracts almost one third of all internet users 
who watch hundreds of millions of hours of Youtube content on a daily basis (“Statistics”: 
N.D.). This makes Youtube the second most popular website in the world after 
Google.com, while Facebook is the third in rank (“The top 500 sites on the web”: N.D.). 
Most importantly, musicians are able to create and upload music videos on Youtube for a 
mere fraction of what the cost of such productions had been before, when the videos 
would be broadcasted on television only. The musician can create “channels” which the 
users can subscribe to, and Youtube aides them with its own music channels offering 
recommendations and suggestions to the users (Hutchison 2013: 224). As the frequent 
Youtube users might have noticed, the user´s home page includes “Watch it Again” and a 
“Recommended” categories visible upon logging into one´s Youtube account, with content 
supposedly based on the user´s browsing history. Having a song uploaded in mp4 video 
form on Youtube makes it easy to share on Facebook and Twitter, and if it has a music 
video of good quality to it, it is even more likely to catch the attention of viewers. 
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  Spotify is another streaming platform that offers monetization to those who 
upload their original content there. It is a business model based on offering music on 
demand, supported by frequent advertisements which the user can get rid of by 
upgrading to the Premium version (Hutchison 2013: 20). Spotify´s revenues thus origin 
from advertisers as well as from users who choose to pay for the subscription version of 
the site. The platform advises musicians to upload their music there, either with the help 
of the agents or labels they already work with, or with aggregator services suggested by 
Spotify, which will take care of licensing and distribution as well as collecting the artist´s 
royalties in return for a commission. The musician will be able to monitor the plays of his 
music and see which tracks perform better than others (“Your Music”: N.D.). Spotify 
Premium users who pay a small monthly fee for the upgrade can stream all the music 
from the database without interruption of advertisements, as well as downloading the 
files for offline listening. It has become the leading streaming service in the music 
industry, offering all of the newer innovative features apart from video and will be 
discussed more thoroughly in other chapters of this thesis. 
  Apple Music, similar to Spotify offers streaming but also purchasing albums 
through their site. While Spotify still remains the largest provider of music streaming, 
Apple Music is likely its biggest competitor, emerging in September 2016. Its 17 million 
subscribers (as of September 2016) do not make up for half of Spotify´s paid user base but 
Apple Music has been growing fast since June 2015. Apple Music gives its subscribers 
access to streaming of the entire iTunes library which is a substantial database of music, 
not unlike what Spotify offers. The main difference is possibly the merging of users´ 
previous catalogue of imported CD´s or previously purchased iTunes albums with the rest 
of the iTunes library. All of it will appear together in the user´s Apple Music Library. The 
catalogue of Apple Music also offers an impressive 40 million songs as opposed to 
Spotify´s which claims to offer over 30 million (“Spotify vs. Apple Music: Which service is 
the streaming king?”: 2016). 
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2.3 Internet Radio and Other Notable Streaming Platforms 
Internet radio is a very important way for conventional radio stations to remain relevant 
and compatible while Spotify and other giants continue to gain ground. In 2016, the 
annual “360 Music” reasearch conducted by The Nielsen Company in the US however, 
proved that the terrestrial radio was still the predominant source of radio in the US in 
spite of the latest developments. According to the reasearch, 47 per cent of participants 
reported to use AM/FM, or over-the-air radio as their main source of music discovery 
while 19 per cent of participants claimed to discover music via online radio. Radio proved 
to be the most popular format for listening to music among participants (The Nielsen 
Company 2016: 3). Despite these results, more and more radio stations choose to 
broadcast online, sometimes independently and other times with the mediation of an 
application. 
  TuneIn is a website and an application that allows users to listen to local radio 
stations from all over the world via the stations´ online broadcasting. According to the 
website, TuneIn has over 60 million active users in 320 different countries and terretories, 
broadcast 100.000 live radio stations and 4 million podcasts (talkshows) (“About TuneIn”: 
N.D.). 
  It is worth mentioning another two notable platforms for internet radio, Pandora 
Radio and Mixcloud as they have both brought new models of radio to the scene. They are 
both innovative in the sense that they do not limit their services at broadcasting pre-
existing terrestrial radio. The new definition of internet radio as demonstrated at these 
two platforms, thus rather aims to connect listeners with music curators around the 
world.  
  Pandora Radio is an online radio service available only in the US, Australia and New 
Zealand. The platform has been running since the year 2000 in collaboration with the 
Music Genome Project. It chooses songs for each user based on his preferences, and the 
user then modifies the selection throughout the process, making a more refined radio 
“station” for himself (“About Pandora®”: N.D.). 
  Mixcloud offers a similar service but has less geographical restrictions than 
Pandora Radio. Another difference is the fact that users can make and broadcast their 
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own internet radio stations with Mixcloud, gaining followers. The content available to 
follow on Mixcloud is put together by more than one million curators (“About Mixcloud”: 
N.D.). While other types of streaming platforms are useful to those who seek listening to 
specific albums or artists, internet radio is ideal for the users who enjoy the element of 
surprise, as provided by conventional radio. It is important to observe that leading 
platform Spotify has corresponded to the competition by offering daily personalized mixes 
to its users, as well as the “Discover Weekly” playlist based on their usage history. 
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3. The Person, the Brand 
3.1 The Importance of Brand Personality 
As most internet users, musicians are likely to already be prosumers even before they 
begin their self-marketing on social media. Accordingly to the nature of free platforms 
being available to everyone, the musician must be very strategic with his digital marketing 
in order to stand out. As with other type of marketing, the musician must familiarize 
himself with the concept of brand power –a brand´s competence of attracting a share of 
its targeted market (“Brand Power”: N.D.). A hard-working person with an artistic calling 
and a catalogue of works will in most cases not struggle with defining his creations and 
concepts. Such an artist might want to consider exhibiting his personality to his followers, 
letting them in on some of his personal characteristics and showcase them on social 
media, creating a brand personality in order to better connect with listeners (“Brand 
Personality”: N.D.). But supporting the brand and supporting the business are two 
separate concerns which will be looked into in this chapter. 
3.2 Before Social Media – The example of ´The Rolling Stones´ 
The Rolling Stones were successful many decades before contemporary social media came 
through and they  still are, but their business model makes for one of the most important 
examples of prosperous brand power in the music business. The rock and roll image 
around the band and its members has helped sustain the brand for over four decades, and 
the group continues to make big revenues in spite of increasingly infrequent tours or new 
releases of original music in the later years. The success of this model is partly thanks to 
the aforementioned brand power, but it however will not suffice on its own. Brand power 
must go hand in hand with good sustaining of the intellectual capital. The catalogue of 
songs are The Rolling Stones´ real assets which the business is built on, and is thoroughly 
sustained through licencing, royalties, merchandising and other necessary means to keep 
track of usage and capitalize from the songs (Fillis & Rentschler 2005: 2). 
  But what is most important brand power-wise about this group, is how they 
evolved with the changing times from the very beginning, without changing the core 
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values of their business or jeopardizing the quality of the product. The Rolling Stones were 
never afraid of using new trends and platforms to reach the attention of the audience. For 
instance, the group has experimented musically with influences from leading styles of 
each musical period since the 1960´s, and apart from the sound the members also made 
an effort to look and behave differently from other British boybands, hence sustaining the 
troublemaker image. In the more recent years, the group has collaborated with some of 
the more popular and relevant younger artists, shared selfies and lead singer Mick Jagger 
has even recorded Youtube videos from behind the scenes. The Rolling Stones teach the 
valuable lesson that while creative marketing is important, one should never 
underestimate the consumer. On the contrary, what worked for the Rolling Stones was to 
maintain the same quality produce and staying relevant to the fanbase, while at the same 
time making continuous, creative effort to seek means of attracting new fans. They were 
unafraid of simultaneously altering their form of public presence (Pearson: 2015). 
3.3 Classical Music – The Example of Alice Sara Ott 
One might argue that the marketing of classical music went somehow astray when 
classical music grew apart from new genres emerging. This is changing in our 
contemporary times, where there have never been as many capable performers emerging 
from the conservatories of the world. Making classical music relevant in a new overflow of 
original content has proved a challenge to many, but less to those who have decided upon 
a professional usage of the new marketing tools. 
  Concert pianist Alice Sara Ott has recorded exclusively for Deutche Grammophon, 
one of the world´s most prominent record companies for classical music, since 2008 
(“About”: N.D.). She maintains an active presence on social media, particularly on 
Instagram where she shares snapshots of her personal and professional life.  By 
showcasing some of her personality traits, such as a passion for whiskey and drawing 
comics, always performing barefoot and always warming up her hands before performing 
by solving a Rubik´s cube, she adds a personality to her brand. Ott´s thousands of 
followers can therefore better engage and connect with her approachable personality. 
They can also easily write her direct public comments or private messages for her to reply, 
which would have been considered a major privilege in earlier eras of music fandom. With 
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the usage of hashtags and location tags she further draws attention to her Instagram page 
and consequently to her life and career, which can accordingly lead to sales of concert 
tickets and albums (“Alice Sara Ott on Instagram”: N.D.). Ott´s example proves that even if 
there is a substantial difference between performing and recording classical music that 
exists from before versus composing new songs for the mainstream market, the 
marketing process can be very similar when it comes to a new music release. It is a 
common misperception within the classical community that almost any form of marketing 
equals to “selling out”, but managers of classical musicians might want to consider 
working with modern information technology rather than against it, as there is no real 
ground for assuming it will risk the integrity of the artist or the product 
 
3.4 Cross-Platform Content Making – The Example of Grizzly Bear 
Indie-rock band Grizzly Bear has been active on social media for several years. With over 
680.000 likes on Facebook and more than 175.000 followers on Twitter, the band does a 
successful job of maintaining a dialog with its fans (“Grizzly Bear on Facebook”: N.D.) 
(“Grizzly Bear on Twitter”: N.D.). The group does not have an Instagram account as a 
band, but its members have their own accounts and upload photos on the platform. 
Singer Edward Droste, for example, shares snapshot from his professional -and personal 
life on Instagram where he has over 637.000 followers (“Ed Droste”: N.D.). The group has 
used those three platforms eagerly to make announcements about upcoming albums or 
recordings and other news. Due to the immense following the band has on social media, 
music journalists frequently find themselves writing stories about what the band has 
already made public by utilizing social networking services. By making the bands´ social 
media presence always be the first to break relevantly important announcements, the 
fans have learned to depend on the group as a reliable first-hand source of news. 
  Grizzly Bear´s example shows an examplary usage of social networking sites, the 
importance of being present on all of them but with different approaches. The Facebook 
site is slightly more focused on musical affairs, while the Twitter page is much used to 
express political views of bandmembers and finally on the Instagram pages we see the 
band members as persons, their faces exposed in different locations and situations. 
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Members´ political views are an enormous part of the brand personality of this group, 
which also shows their needs to use their extensive following for other purposes than just 
self-promotion. This might not have been possible up to the same level in the pre-Web 2.0 
music industry landscape, where the industry professionals stood guard around the 
artists´ public perception. While it would be naive to assume that such a number of fans 
will agree with band members´politial views, the political updates still manage to create 
discussion and thus attention to the band´s social networking sites. Sharing slightly 
different content but regularly and on all mediums, encourages the fans to follow the 
band and its members on every single platform available in order to keep up with the 
group´s releases and other activities. 
 
 
3.5 The Artist and Merchandise 
Merchandise is an important extension of a brand, and musicians can use social media to 
sell their merchandise as well as to bring attention to their performances and albums. An 
interesting development in the recent years is the increased usage of non-musical 
products in the music industry. While selling branded shirts and albums at concerts is 
nothing new, musicians are now going out of their way to associate themselves with 
different products to gain attention and increase their income. While the business thrives 
on album –and ticket sales, licencing, touring among other sources, the brand can benefit 
monetary-wise and grow stronger from product sales. According to the Future of Music 
Organization, the sales of merchandise are the most common source of revenues related 
to an artist´s brand (Locker: 2013). From the aforementioned examples in this chapter, we 
can examine Alice Sara Ott´s self drawn sticker emojis sold at Line Store. The sticker 
collection titled “And Here Comes Alice” is self-described as such: “Alice plays the piano, 
preferably barefoot. She loves travelling, chocolate, whisky and origami”, and allows users 
to post them in chat-conversations on smartphones (Ott: N.D.). Needless to say, people 
can acquire merchandise related to The Rolling Stones in every part of the world. All of the  
examined artists in this chapter offer their entire catalogues of recordings available for 
free listening on Spotify as well, which even further allows the consumer to get 
acquainted with the music without spending money or moving from their chair. 
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  There are more peculiar examples of musicians selling personalized merchandise 
out of the ordinary, such as food products, dental hygiene products, energy drinks and 
more. The theory remains to be proven if “the stranger the merchandise, the stronger the 
brand will be”, but it might be safe to assume that the result will go accordingly to the 
success of the real intellectual capital, the music. Developing a visual concept around the 
music is vital for the brand personality of the musicians, no matter how minimal. Visuals 
and merchandise extend the musical experience to other human senses. From these 
examples we can reckon that even when the musician has a strong backbone of industry 
professionals supporting both the business and the brand, the online “persona”, the 
personal presence on social media still makes for an irreplacable part of the brand power. 
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4. The Main Benefits of the Newly Emerged Opportunities 
4.1 Outreach 
As we have observed in the previous chapter, the artist´s personal presence on social me-
dia provides an element of uniqueness, necessary to build a brand. Using social media and 
streaming services allows the musician to present himself first-hand in his own voice. One 
of the major benefits is the outreach, but there has been an explosion of digital music 
consumption globally in the last years. The number of users that utilize ad-supported up-
load services has risen to 900 million in the year 2015, making them the largest on-
demand audience in the world (IFPI 2016: 4). This is especially imperative for artists who 
haven´t made record contracts yet in their careers. If such an artist views social network-
ing as a long-term project ensuring an ongoing dialogue with the listeners, simultaneously 
sharing cross platform content using all the major social networking platforms while hav-
ing the product available for legal streaming, he might gather enough listeners to earn 
revenues from his music merely by his own efforts. With the help of the platforms´ abili-
ties to gather user data, it is possible to seek a target audience based on interest, age, 
location and other relevant factors to the artist. An obvious advantage of streaming ser-
vices that contributes to the great outreach, is the lack of geographical limitations. 
Streaming platforms broadcasting music via the internet have a much wider geographical 
outreach than their predecessor, the terrestrial radio which dominated sales of recording 
music from the beginning of its existence (Hutchison 2013: 187, 229). 
 
4.2 The “Freemium Model” - the Affordability Factor 
The production, promotion and distribution of CDs has never been very cost-efficient. 
Traditionally they have been sold in record stores with limited shelf-space, with the pro-
motion taking place mostly on radio and television. These costs were irrelevant of the 
possible or predictable size of the audience, and for that reason record companies would 
concentrate their marketing efforts on very few artists rather than sharing them between 
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many. The result of this system was that typically few artists would dominate the popular-
ity charts and obtain the largest sales revenues (Waelbroeck 2014: 392). 
  The so called Free business model has been strongly emerging in the digital mar-
ketplace. The main idea behind this model is that at least one substantial customer seg-
ment enjoys a free product, financially made possible by another customer segment or by 
other parts of the business model. It is a known fact by marketers that there is a much 
higher demand generated at the price of zero than at the price generated at one cent, or 
other similarly insignificant price points, therefore this has been an important factor in the 
success of streaming platforms for musicians. The fact is that the economics of digital pro-
duce are much different from that of the analogue market and thus in the case of music 
this is decisive, since creating and recording a song requires finances but the cost of dis-
tributing and replicating digitally is very minimal or none (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010: 
89-90). 
  As is common knowledge by now, internet users have the tendency to seek the 
products they wish to acquire by illegal means, with piracy. Music, as other files, can very 
easily be shared over the internet, and this created an ongoing crisis of illegal file-sharing 
which had serious effects on music industry revenues. Labels used to be hesitant to re-
lease digital downloads for this reason, but the digital rights management came out soon 
enough. The breakthrough initiative of offering free, advertiser-supported music for 
streaming or downloading has made a significant change to demand and consumption of 
music. Freemium type of services, where you can use the platforms services up to a lim-
ited point and upgrade to a premium version by choice, might apply to streaming plat-
forms such as Spotify and some types of internet radio (Hutchison 2013: 15-20). While 
before, users would download illegally to acquire music without payment, they now have 
the option to still consume the music for free, but by legal means without violating intel-
lectual property rights. The legal options such as Spotify offer many benefits that surpass 
the illegal sites. First of all, the on-demand listening, means of enjoying and creating per-
sonalized playlists, connecting with other users sharing the same taste in music among 
other benefits. Digital safety is another benefit of streaming music legally, but the utiliza-
tion of the legal mediums offers a guarantee of high quality versions of the product, with 
no risk of accidentally downloading harmful viruses or Trojans which occur frequently via 
the illegal mediums. In a similar manner to the distribution of other unlawfully obtained 
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and shared goods, internet users who download files illegally can never be absolutely cer-
tain what the desired file that they wish to acquire really contains. 
 
4.3 Digital Revenues with Increased Consumption 
The recording industry currently stands at an important turning point. After two decades 
of nearly uninterrupted recession where revenues from recorded music went down by a 
third, the year 2015 showed measurable growth in revenues. Moreover, for the first time 
digital revenues surpassed income from selling music on physical formats. The industry´s 
efforts to adapt to the digital age have been fruitful (Moore 2016: 5). Analysts at Mac-
quarie Group, a global financial services provider, have now predicted that the streaming 
revenues might even grow nine-fold by the year 2025. In a note shared on their website, 
they compare the growth of the music industry revenues to the rise of the video industry, 
which quadrupled in the past 30 years. As of right now, digital revenues count 45 per cent 
of all the music industry revenues, as opposed to 39 per cent provided by physical sales. 
Streaming is certainly the largest growing source of income, with a 45,2% increase last 
year as measured and presented by the International Federation of Phonographic Industry 
(IFPI) in their Global Music Report (IFPI 2016: 17). Income wise, the industry reached a 
peak in the US in the year 1999, but the decline since then measures up to 70%. An expert 
at Macquarie Security Services, Giasone Salati, credits streaming services and their indis-
putable convenience over their predecessors of physical formats for this significant 
change. More importantly, the conspicuous benefits that for example streaming on Spoti-
fy offers over CDs, has proved to produce a new spark of willingness from the consumers 
to pay for the product, even if they can still consume the music for free while it is inter-
rupted by advertisements in between songs. Spotify´s Premium version which users pay a 
monthly fee for enjoying, offers simultaneous listening without advertisements, and the 
possibility of downloading the songs to listen to without being online (“Streaming tech-
nologies driving global music resurgence”: 2016). The most important parameter of these 
models is obviously the restrictions imposed on the free version of the program. The more 
the restrictions halter the user´s enjoyment of the product, they become more likely to 
upgrade to the premium version, but the danger is also that some of them might give up 
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and resort to digital piracy (Waelbroeck 2014: 391). The substantial advantages however 
make it harder for piracy to compete at the same thriving level, and thus we can conclude 
that although it might seem like an oxymoron, “the Freemium”, or “The New Free” has 
been the new incentive that sparked finances into the recording industry anew.  
 
4.4 Collecting of Data 
As mentioned in previous chapters, the contemporary social media and streaming plat-
forms can make for efficient possibilities of reducing their users to data sets. This was 
hardly possible in the days of radio and physical records. 
  The monitoring of traffic is vital for any website owner, and many of the social me-
dia platforms, such as Facebook pages and blogs, offer some form of analytics for this 
purpose. This way, the musician can analyse not only the number of visitors that access 
his page, but also whether they are visiting the page for the first time or returning, date 
and time of visits, the countries of origin of the visitors, and so on. With Facebook, the 
user can retrieve even more information, such as gender, age and interests. With this in-
formation the musician can get a clear idea of who the listeners are, and how he works 
with that information can be vital in his success. The musician can thus experiment with 
different types of updates on the medium, to see which ones gain the most traffic, and 
pursue his marketing campaign accordingly (Hutchison 2013: 120-1). 
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5. The Mishaps 
5.1 Getting Lost in the Void 
As a contrary observation to the aforementioned immense outreach of the social media 
and streaming platforms, it is worth noting that for precisely the same reasons, it has nev-
er been easier for an individual to get lost in the void. One might have a created a fantas-
tic product and still never manage to get it heard or make an income from it. This again 
underlines the importance of strategic self-marketing. If the particular musician aims to 
compete in a genre with many pre-existing similar artists, it is vital for him to take all the 
aforementioned parameters of self-promotion into account. Additionally, it might be im-
perative to seek promotional assistance from other users. Sometimes all of the recogni-
tion comes at once, for example by accidentally having a song included on a popular Spoti-
fy playlist or by being a part of someone else´s exposure, via collaboration, or having a 
track shared by someone with a lot of following on social media. It is therefore optimal for 
the musician to keep in consideration methods not too different from publicists of tradi-
tional media. Traditional and new methods combined might advance the exposure on a 
greater scale (Hutchison 2013: 208).  
 
5.2 The User’s Personal Data as Currency 
In this new landscape of digital music-consumption, there are generally two different 
commodities. First of all, there is the music which the musician intends to sell, and sec-
ondly, as elaborated on in previous chapters, there is the consumer as a commodity, 
providing views to advertisements necessary for free-of-charge type platforms to func-
tion. This has, naturally, raised innumerable questions of ethics within the digital market-
place. The more the user gets aware of his digital footprint or the digital labour he pro-
vides by merely performing simple tasks online, the more concerned he is likely to get 
about his privacy being respected. 
  Privacy is an enormous issue within the digital agora. As the marketer has never 
had as much access to his target group´s personal information and consuming behaviour, 
there are reasons to be concerned about the violations of privacy rights and abuse of da-
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ta. The most known method of invading users´ data is likely the usage of cookies, which 
are pieces of information stored on users´ hard drives. Cookies can include a large amount 
of information which the user is unaware that he is giving away, such as address or inter-
ests. Websites then use the cookies to identify the users when returning to the sites and 
utilize them with the purpose of showing personalized advertisements based on the user´s 
characteristics. Third party marketers can then use the cookies to determine where else 
the user browses on the internet. In general, the information provided by cookies is used 
to determine the consumer behaviour of groups of people but they can very easily be 
abused (Hutchison 2013: 244-245). With increased awareness it is becoming more com-
mon these days that websites ask visitors to consent to cookies before browsing can pro-
ceed, but this is not always the case. 
  With social media platforms the gathering of personal information is generally dis-
closed in the terms of use which the users must accept in the process of creating a profile. 
Sometimes they are interconnected, for example Facebook and Spotify, but the latter of-
fers an option of creating a profile through Facebook, thus maintaining the same profile 
image and network of friends who are users of both platforms. In any given situation it is 
vital for the user to read what he consents to, but it is safe to assume that most of them 
do not and moreover, the language of the terms of use can be vague and details indiscern-
ible. 
 
5.3 The Value Gap 
An important factor to consider in the recent growth of revenues from streaming plat-
forms is the large mismatch of the music that is consumed versus the income that makes 
its way back to the music community. This is commonly referred to as the value gap and is 
widely considered one of the most urgent problems to solve within the music industry 
(Moore 2016: 5). A large issue at stake is the relatively poor contribution of royalties from 
corporations such as Google. Monetization from a Youtube video can therefore amount to 
a very insignificant income unless the video in question has gained a viral popularity.  As a 
consequence, there is a general demand from the music community for Google to com-
pensate a bigger share of the income derived from advertising. 
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  It is critical to consider more parameters of this issue. First of all, the means of le-
gal consumption which greatly reduced piracy have thus generated increased revenues. 
New types of infringements have surfaced however, for example using audio from pro-
tected musical tracks to accompany homemade videos. Some countries, such as Canada, 
have tried to create exceptions for such derivative works if they classify as user-generated 
content, with their Copyright Modernization Act of 20125. Another factor to take into ac-
count for the value gap, would be the diminished sales of physical album versus digital 
ones (Reyna: 2016). While downloading is both faster and more cost-efficient for the con-
sumer than going to the record store, it can affect the musician´s finances greatly when 
his physical products remain on the shelves. 
  The remaining problem is that Youtube, as the largest music supplier in the world, 
is not compensating right-holders with a fair market price. The advertising-funded income 
from Youtube videos make for just about four per cent of the global music industry reve-
nues (Moore 2016: 5). This issue is difficult to solve as Youtube, at least in the EU, is pro-
tected by the safe harbour exemption of the E-Commerce Directive6 of the year 2000 and 
therefore counts as a mere intermediary when infringements take place. The platform is 
obliged to remove content that infringes copyright but other than that is not liable (Reyna: 
2016). 
  Many have argued that the safe harbour laws were designed for the early days of 
file-sharing on the internet and thus have become outdated considering the develop-
ments of the past decades. The result might even be preventing music distributors from 
operating in a fair functioning market, and there is pressure currently on EU and US law-
makers to reconsider the functions of the safe harbour exemptions (Moore 2016: 5). 
   
                                                     
5 To read more about the Copyright Modernization Act S.C. 2012, c. 20 see http://laws-
lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/annualstatutes/2012_20/page-1.html.   
6 Full title of the directive: Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council - on 
certain legal aspects of information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Mar-
ket ('Directive on electronic commerce'). For a further reading about the directive, it is available online at the 
following link: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32000L0031. 
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  For the European Union, a Single Digital Market has been a long-term goal. A re-
cent proposal for an EU Directive on copyright in the single market7 recognizes the prob-
lem of licensing and clearing rights around the usage of digital platforms, and includes 
some interesting aspects that could combat the value gap. One of the proposed solutions 
is to oblige member states to provide a negotiation mechanism for those who upload au-
dio-visual content on the on-demand platforms, to assist with the licensing of rights (Eu-
ropean Commission 2016-a: 27-28).  
  Previously to the proposal for a directive, a public consultation on the regulatory 
environment for platforms, online intermediaries, data and cloud computing and the col-
laborative economy took place from September 2015-January 2016 and was available for 
all of the EU member states. This synopsis was a part of an analysis on the role of plat-
forms in economy and society, for the purpose of the Digital Single Market Strategy (Eu-
ropean Commission: 2016-b). In general, right-holders among respondents reported that 
there was growing use of protected content without clearance of rights, and that this was 
due to legal uncertainties, pleading to the EU for clarifying the rules existing. Other stake-
holders counter-argued on the importance of the freedom of speech, and the applicability 
of the safe harbour laws from the e-commerce directive. Interestingly enough, the majori-
ty of respondents stated that the safe harbour laws were thought to be adequate, while 
there however might be a need for re-clarifications on concepts such as hosting, different 
types of intermediaries and different categories of illegal content with different policy 
approaches when it comes to removing the infringing content. An imperative point of dis-
cussion from the right-holders is that most of the platforms with their terms of service, 
offer a so called “take it or leave it” approach to sharing content, leaving no space for ne-
                                                     
7 For a full title of the proposal, it is as follows: Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament 
and of the. Council: On copyright in the Digital Single Market. Doc. COM(2016) 593 final, 2016/0280 (COD).  
Hereafter references made to the proposal will be as such (European Commission 2016-a: 27), containing  
the name of the institution, European Commission, the year the proposal was published and page number.  
The proposal is available online at https://eur-lex.europe.eu/, see full citation and link for the proposal in 
bibliography. 
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gotiation (European Commission 2016-c: 1-2, 118). 
 To get a better idea of what sort of numbers musicians are looking at when it 
comes to revenues, it is worth examining the findings of data journalist and information 
designer David McCandless who created an infographic in 2015, showing how much an 
artist can expect to make from a single streaming of one song and how many streams 
would be needed in order to gather a US minimum salary of $1,260. The numbers are an 
average though, as royalties might differ between artists and their contracts with their 
labels. In 2015, Spotify for example claimed to be remunerating an average of $0,006 and 
$0,0084 to labels and publishers per streamed song. When we consider the aforemen-
tioned explosive growth in the music industry, those numbers certainly come across as 
odd (Dredge: 2015). 
  The two major arguments of mass exposure versus rightful compensations are not 
easily resolved, but in any case, the value gap needs to be addressed as soon as possible in 
order for the monetary value of the intellectual capital, the music, to make its way to the 
right-holders. As Frances Moore describes in the Executive Summary of the IFPI Global 
Music report, this is necessary in order to secure further growth and to fund future inno-
vation and creativity. 
 
5.4 IP Issues, Lack of Control Over the Material Shared via the Platforms, Plagiarism 
The fact that safe harbour exemptions make platforms like Youtube free of liability of cop-
yright infringements, brings up questions regarding SNS platforms where protected con-
tent is shared, such as Facebook. Social networking services are required to remove in-
fringing content, and Facebook, for example, provides a specific form for right-holders to 
fill out. Additionally, Facebook provides the right-holder with the option of directly con-
tacting a designated agent for this purpose, as well as reading material on the doctrine of 
fair use (“Reporting Copyright Infringements”, N.D.). 
                                                     
8The report is available for downloading at https://ec.europe.eu. See bibliography for full link and 
citation. In text, the synopsis is referred to by applying the name of the institute, European Commission, the 
year of the report’s publication and page numbers. 
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  An important criterion which seems to be obliterated in the current system, is not 
only the vast reach but the eternity of the internet. With contemporary SNS and stream-
ing users being connected constantly, a wrongfully uploaded work can travel fast in within 
minutes. What goes online once can easily be reproduced and made available as soon as it 
has been uploaded and by the time the intermediary SNS or streaming platform takes it 
down it might be too late, the content might resurface again unexpectedly in the near -or 
further future. Thus, it is easy to come to the conclusion that the possible harm to right-
holders is far from proportional to the measures being offered. 
  What is being circumvented by the safe harbour exemptions are the normal rules 
of music licensing, and this allows large corporations such as Google and Facebook to 
build their business straightforwardly without giving a fair compensation to right-holders. 
While it is not always easy to determine the occurrence of events in such chain-reactions, 
it is clear that while the current system of circumvention and lack of liability remains as it 
is, subscription services such as Spotify can hardly compete without complying to the 
same distorted market. This results thereupon in fewer people paying for Premium mem-
bership (IFPI 2016: 8). 
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Conclusions 
The ever-increasing autonomy of musicians over their careers is undeniable in the light of 
the technological innovations featured in this thesis. This has clearly led to positive factors 
that benefit the consumers, the artists and the music industry as a whole. 
First of all we must acknowledge how prosumerism, the merging borders between pro-
ducer and consumer as described in the first chapter, has created a field for first-hand 
communication which can thereupon build a steady, long-term relationship with the con-
sumers, which is both closer and more personal than before the Web 2.0 revolution. This 
has made critical changes to the music industry from all sides, as the 20th century commu-
nication with fans was quite different.  
 Secondly, there is the direct consequence of this newly personalized supplier-
consumer relationship, which unavoidably resulted in more personalized products. Before 
social media and streaming, the music industry was working with mostly one type of 
communication which was the traditional radio and television, and a one-size-fits-all type 
of goods, the vinyl which evolved later on to the CD. Apart from all the personalized con-
tent possibilities available from streaming platforms, the consumer also has the choice of 
downloading or purchasing bigger or smaller quantities of music, depending if he wants to 
access only one song or even an artist´s discography as a whole (Waelbroeck 2014: 397). 
  As with television, the television industry went through a market-fragmentation, 
which meant the surfacing of increased interest among viewers with the new methods of 
watching. This means that the overall consumption was increased but not decreased with 
the merging of other mediums. It seems clear that radio and listening to music has –and 
still is undergoing a similar market-fragmentation (“Extra Terrestrial: Consumers still tun-
ing in to traditional radio despite out-of-this world competition”: 2013). Adaptation thus 
has literally paid off, and in more ways than monetary as the whole market became larger. 
Also comparing with the parallel evolution of the television industry, Macquarie predicts 
even further evolution of streaming platforms, to accommodate a variety of budgets and 
preferences as well as a bigger variety of content. Another parameter to consider are the 
markets in Asia and Africa where consumers are currently not purchasing music on a big 
scale, but with a growing economy and globalization this is expected to change (“Stream-
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ing technologies driving global music resurgence”: 2016).  
  Considering these factors, it is vital to acknowledge the fact that the musician´s 
newly improved autonomy, the improved relationship and service to consumers and the 
enormous growth as a consequence, signifies a shift of stakeholders within the music in-
dustry and the newly fragmented market. As we have mentioned before, the musician´s 
self-promotion on the digital platforms is in each case unique and irreplaceable. While 
before, a musician might have experienced himself as a mere pawn in the hands of the 
phonogram producers and distributors, he is now a stakeholder as well, his face and digi-
tal footprints being a vital sum of the whole equation. 
  Having stated all that and with research results such as the ones of IFPI and David 
McCandless supporting the point, the most demanding issue to solve at the moment is 
likely the value gap. This is urgent because some of the most successful artists of popular 
music are already withdrawing their catalogues from streaming services. This is a luxury 
which lesser known artists cannot afford due to the promotional reasons mentioned, and 
consequently stay trapped within the value gap. If this evolution is supposed to spark the 
industry into a continuous growth, a resolution to the value gap is crucial for both the art-
ists and for the industry to flourish. Making all that effort and innovation into creating a 
long-term relationship with the listening base will be useless if there is no long-term sup-
port to the source of the intellectual capital itself, the musician.  Having overviewed the 
technological shakeouts which brought us to this particular marketing landscape, it is diffi-
cult to assume anything but even further technological innovations in the near future, 
with unpredictable results. But there is no denying that for the time being, the tools of 
modern information technology are to be appreciated and utilized to the utmost benefit 
of aspiring musicians. 
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